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Pictures of Hollis Woods 

By Patricia Reilly Giff 

1. What did Hollis draw for a picture with words that began with "w"? A picture of 

a family - the "w" word was wishing or wanting.  

2. Who was Josie Cahill? A retired art teacher who was going to take Hollis in as a 

foster child.  

3. What kind of art did Josie make? She made people out of tree branches.  

4. How did Hollis get her name? She was abandoned as a baby in Hollis Woods.  

5. Who did Hollis live with before going to Josie? The Regans - Izzy, Old Man and 

Steve.  

6. What special gift did Old Man buy for Hollis? Colored pencils.  

7. What did Steve do that the Old Man would not allow? He drove the old truck, 

the Silver Bullet.  

8. Who was Beatrice? Josie's sister who went to Arizona and New Mexico to paint. 

She left Josie with Hollis.  

9. What was the matter with Josie? She was very forgetful.  

10. When the agency came to take Hollis away to another family, what happened? 

Hollis took Josie and ran away. They went to the Branches, the summer house of 

the Regans.  

11. What happened when Hollis went up on the side of the mountain? She fell and 

slipped down the side of the mountain. Steven came up the mountain in the truck 

to find her. 

12. What happened to Steven and Hollis in the truck while they were coming back 

down the mountain? The truck began slipping in the mud and crashed. Steven was 

hurt, broken ribs and a concussion and Hollis needed stitches in her head.  

13. What did Hollis do after the accident? She left the Regans because she felt 

guilty about the accident. If she had not gone up on the mountain, Steven would 

not have gotten hurt.  
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14. What did Hollis give Josie for Christmas? A picture Hollis had drawn of 

Beatrice and Josie in front of the popcorn machine at the theater.  

15. What did Josie give Hollis for Christmas? Izzy's tin of lemon drops and the tree 

figure of Josie.  

16. Did the Regans still want Josie after the accident? Yes, the Old Man had gone 

to the agency to ask Hollis to come home with him.  

17. What did Hollis notice about her drawings of Steven and the Old Man? In all of 

them, Old Man was smiling at Steven. He really did love Steven. Hollis had 

worried about that because they never got along.  

18. Who came up onto the mountain in a snowmobile? Steven  

19. How did Steven know she was at the Branches? A letter came from the agency 

looking for Hollis. Steven just knew in his heart that Hollis would go there.  

20. What did they do after Steven told Hollis to come home with him? They called 

Beatrice, she came home to live with Josie. They also called Izzy to tell her Hollis 

was coming home  

21. Who was in the final picture drawn by Hollis? Her family -Izzy, Old Man, 

Steven, Hollis and new baby sister, Christine. 


